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A B S T R A C T

The term ‘‘Ragone plot’’ refers to a popular and helpful comparison framework that quantifies the energy–
power relationship of an energy storage material, device, or system. While there is consensus on the general
Ragone plot concept, many implementations are found in the literature. This article provides a systematic
and comprehensive review of the Ragone plot methodology in the field of electric energy storage. A
faceted taxonomy is developed, enabling existing and future Ragone plots to be unambiguously classified
and contextualized. This review focuses on disseminating the methodology, discussing technology-specific
aspects, and giving an overview of the further sizing and design methods developed based on Ragone plots.
Additionally, this article identifies best practices for obtaining and presenting Ragone plots. This review is not
limited to electrochemical energy storage, where the framework is traditionally applied, but also encompasses
all other electric energy storage. Here, the Ragone plot can compactly quantify off-design performance and
operational flexibility, independent of technology-specific performance indicators. This review is the first of
its kind and can, therefore, guide future application of the Ragone plot framework in a consistent manner.
1. Introduction

This paper is a systematic review of the Ragone plot framework
in the field of electric energy storage technologies. A Ragone plot
is a characterization method for energy storage. Essentially, it shows
the non-linear relationship between the energy that can be extracted
from the storage and the discharge power. This energy–power relation
contained in a Ragone plot can also be expressed through specific
values (energy/power densities) or normalized values.

The Ragone plot is a useful framework and merits a more compre-
hensive, systematic application. It concisely demonstrates the energy–
power relationship and its underlying characteristic trade-off between
available energy 𝐸 and discharge power 𝑃 for a specific electric energy
storage. It has a practical value in quantifying the off-design perfor-
mance of a storage system in a constant-power regime (such as the
electric grid). It can form the basis for further energy-storage-related
methods, such as sizing and optimization methods. Additionally, it
has a substantial teaching value, as a storage technology’s underlying
physical mechanisms determine the Ragone plot’s characteristic shape.

This type of diagram was first introduced in 1968 in a seminal
publication by David Ragone [1]. The diagram included empirically
determined Ragone curves for various battery chemistries of the day;
see Fig. 1. The type of diagram and its name soon established itself as
a general concept and was applied in battery publications through the
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1970s and 1980s, e.g., [2–5]. The 1990s saw an uptick in the usage
of Ragone plots, concurrent with major progress in lithium-ion battery
(LIB) and supercapacitor (SC) development. These were predominantly
experimental Ragone plots to characterize self-assembled cells, e.g., [6,
7].

Pell and Conway were the first to provide a dedicated methodologi-
cal ansatz to obtain Ragone plots for batteries and supercapacitors [8].
It consists of a pair of algebraic equations, including kinetic polariza-
tion via a Tafel relation and ohmic resistance as loss mechanisms. In
2000, Christen and Carlen [9] provided a theoretical framework for
Ragone relations, based on a generally applicable differential equa-
tion that can be solved to a closed-form expression. It was applied
to batteries, supercapacitors, and superconducting magnetic energy
storage (SMES). This influential publication laid a solid foundation
for further theoretical and experimental work on Ragone relations. At
the same time, the first Ragone plot characterizations of commercial
lithium-ion [10,11] and supercapacitor cells [12,13] were carried out.

With the concept established, two dimensions can be differenti-
ated in further research from 2000 onward: (I) pure application of
the Ragone plot concept for energy storage characterization and (II)
the Ragone plot and its methodology and application as a subject of
research itself, with the latter being of higher interest for this review.
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Nomenclature

Symbols

�̈� Mass point acceleration
�̇� Heat transfer rate
�̇� Mass point speed
𝜂 Electric efficiency
𝜓 Mechanical Potential
𝜏 Friction time constant
𝐶 Capacitance
𝐸 Available energy
𝑒 Energy density
𝐹 Force
𝐼 Current
𝐿 Inductance
𝑚 Mass
𝑃 Charge/discharge power
𝑝 Power density
𝑄 Charge
𝑅 Resistance
𝑠 Mass point coordinate
𝑇 Temperature
𝑡 Time
𝑈 Voltage
𝑉 Electrochemical Potential
𝑣 Volume

Indices

0 Open-circuit
ave Average
f in At final time
ini At initial time
max Maximum
min Minimum
m Gravimetric
th Thermal
UI Switch point voltage to current termination
vol Volumetric
cell Characteristic of an electrochemical cell
demand Demand from storage application

Acronyms

ASS All solid state
CAES Compressed air energy storage
CC Constant current
CGES Compressed gas energy storage
CP Constant power
CR Constant resistance
DFN Doyle–Fuller–Newman
ECM Equivalent circuit model
FES Flywheel energy storage
HES Hydrogen energy storage
HESS Hybrid energy storage
HPPC Hybrid pulse power characterization
LAB Lead–acid batteries
LCO Lithium-cobalt-oxide
LFP Lithium iron phosphate
2

LIB Lithium-ion battery
LSB Lithium-sulfur batteries
LTO Lithium-titanium-oxide
NCA Nickel cobalt aluminium oxide
NMC Nickel-manganese-cobalt
NMH Nickel-metal-hydride
PCM Phase change material
PTES Pumped thermal energy storage
RC Resistance-capacitance
SC Supercapacitor
SMES Superconducting magnetic energy storage
TES Thermal energy storage

Fig. 1. The original diagram of the gravimetric energy density – gravimetric power
density relations of various battery chemistries, presented by D. Ragone in 1968. Used
with permission of SAE International, from [1]; permission conveyed through Copyright
Clearance Center, Inc.

Regarding dimension (I), the Ragone plot has established itself as
a standard framework among performance reporting tools for new
electrode materials and cell chemistries of batteries and supercapaci-
tors [14]. Here, several overarching trends are reflected in Ragone plot
usage. As conventional lithium-ion batteries reach their practical and
theoretical performance limit, two main avenues of improvement are
being explored, namely substituting conventional graphite anode ma-
terial with various metal anodes [15] and using solid-state electrolytes
instead of conventional liquid electrolytes [16]. Additionally, lithium-
free chemistries based on metals such as Mg, Ca, and Al are being
explored [17]. In the field of supercapacitors, the focus lies on im-
proving conventional carbon-based electrodes [18,19], developing new
electrode materials, e.g., metal-oxides or polymers [20], and improving
the voltage window and stability of electrolytes [21]. Supercapacitor-
battery hybrids are also increasingly studied, closing the gap between
the respective technologies [22,23].

Other energy storage technologies are historically not characterized
via Ragone plots. However, in recent years they have been applied
for the first time for compressed air energy storage (CAES) [24],
compressed gas energy storage (CGES) [25], hydrogen energy storage
(HES) [26], flywheel energy storage (FES) [27,28], thermal energy
storage (TES) [29,30] and pumped thermal energy storage (PTES) [31].
Ragone plots have also been applied outside of electric energy storage
to characterize power sources such as combustion engines, photo-
voltaic cells and fuel cells [32], radioisotope cells [33] and desalination
processes [34].
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In terms of dimension (II), it is notable that the Ragone plot has
been incorporated into numerous proposed storage design methods,
particularly for hybrid energy storage systems [35–39], as well as
specialized electrified vehicles, such as trolleybuses [40], warships [41]
and military vehicles [42]. The Ragone plot describes a fundamental
relation at the terminals of the storage component/system and is thus
well-suited for initial technology selection and sizing problems.

While the common understanding is that a Ragone plot shows an
energy–power relation, this is where the consensus stops. Even though
there is a large body of literature on Ragone plots, there is ambi-
guity and variety regarding the methodology, utilization and visual
presentation. The term is loosely applied, and Ragone curves from
different publications can rarely be compared directly. This ambiguity
and variety can be captured and highlighted in a systematic review,
where the research community will benefit from clear and distinct
classification terminology and possible convergence of practices. This
work is the first such systematic review of Ragone plots.

Our review paper will, therefore, deliver the following contribu-
tions:

1. Bringing order and system to the Ragone plot concept by devel-
oping a general taxonomy for classifying all aspects of Ragone
plots of electric energy storage.

2. Comprehensive and holistic analysis of Ragone plots by system-
atically reviewing the literature, utilizing the developed taxon-
omy.

3. Identification of best practices so that energy storage perfor-
mance can be reported via Ragone plots consistently and not
suffer misrepresentation.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes materials and
ethod, where Section 2.1 outlines the literature method applied and

ection 2.2 introduces a taxonomy to classify Ragone plots. The subse-
uent analysis in Section 3 is structured via this taxonomy. Section 4
oncludes the review.

. Materials and methods

.1. Literature method

‘‘Ragone plot’’ is a common term with a high level of adoption, as
videnced by ca. 26.300 Google Scholar search results (as of 11.04.23).
o narrow this down, the focus of this review lies on finding literature
hat covers the Ragone plot method as the subject of research itself,
epresentative papers of a specific Ragone plot type, interesting/novel
pplications to new energy storage subfields, methods based on Ragone
lots and other seminal papers in the field.

The basis of the literature search was conducted through a targeted
earch query in the Scopus database. Here, the terms ‘‘Ragone plot’’ and
‘Ragone diagram’’ were searched in the title, abstract, or keywords of
ublications, as this signals a higher level of engagement with the con-
ept. The search resulted in 297 documents (as of 11.04.2023). Some
ublications were discarded based on scope, language and availability.
urther documents were added through citation analysis and targeted
oogle Scholar searches. The final document selection includes 104 ti-

les (83 journal papers, 14 conference papers, 7 other), which covers
he variety of Ragone plots and their usage in literature. An overview
f the literature sources is provided in the supplementary material; see
ppendix.

.2. Review framework

During the literature review, it was found that the implementation
f Ragone plots is highly varied, and there is no single definition of
hat exactly constitutes a Ragone plot. In this review, we accept this
3

ariety and aim to distinguish, classify and bring order to this variety.
For this purpose, a Ragone plot taxonomy was developed during
the review process. A taxonomy is a system by which knowledge can be
organized and classified [43]. Two types of taxonomy are distinguished:
the hierarchical and the faceted taxonomy. In the hierarchical taxon-
omy, classification categories are nested into one another and organized
into a hierarchical structure. In a faceted taxonomy, knowledge is clas-
sified via multiple aspects, referred to as ‘‘facets’’. These facets apply
to the subject independently, and there is no hierarchical relationship
between them [43].

A faceted taxonomy was found to be most suitable to classify Ragone
plots of electric energy storage. A first version of the taxonomy was
developed during the initial scoping of the literature. This first version
was further refined and iteratively reworked in the review process,
resulting in the final version in Table 1. Seven facets were identified
that characterize Ragone plots, which provide the structure for the
analysis in Section 3, namely representation level, hierarchical level,
method, technology, process direction, visualization and utilization.
Every facet contains a different number of ‘‘classifiers’’, which are the
different options that apply to this facet. The taxonomy is given in
Table 1 and discussed in detail in the following section.

3. Analysis via Ragone plot taxonomy

The following section will analyze the different facets of Ragone
plots in the order presented in Table 1.

3.1. Representation level

Ragone plots found in the literature contain four elements: charac-
teristic curves, enveloping bands, nominal points and arbitrary shapes.
An example from literature is shown for each element in Fig. 2, but it
must be noted that they can also be combined freely within a single
Ragone plot. These elements all differ in what they represent and
thus the level of information they contain: single storage or whole
technologies, single operating points or entire operating ranges. We
therefore distinguish four different ‘‘representation levels’’, discussed
in detail in the following.

The first representation level is the classic Ragone curve, which
is most commonly found in literature and shown as an example in
Fig. 2(a) from [36]. It is a single characteristic curve that shows the
energy–power trade-off for a specific storage instance of a particular
technology. In the example, the Ragone curves are obtained for a com-
mercial supercapacitor cell (Maxwell) and lead acid battery (Moura).
The Ragone curve is a limit curve that marks the outer limit of the
feasible operating area for the specific storage. Ragone curves are
sometimes called ‘‘E-P curves’’, particularly when absolute energy and
power values are plotted [46]. In the chosen example, specific values
are used, but this is not always the case.

Combining several Ragone curves into enveloping characteristic
bands represents the range of energy and power values an entire
storage technology can take up, which is the second possible repre-
sentation level. An example from [44] is shown in Fig. 2(b), with
enveloping bands for four different electrochemical storage technolo-
gies. The width of the technology band can be chosen from empirical
experience [1] or other sources, e.g., product data sheets [44]. En-
veloping bands are the type of representation used in the original
publication by D. Ragone in 1968 [1]. The example in Fig. 2(b) also
includes isochrones, which are diagonal lines representing all points
with the same discharge duration in the E-P plane. Isochrones help to
quickly assess discharge durations and the relative position of a storage
technology with respect to other technologies.

In some cases, Ragone plots contain only a single operating point
of a single storage instance, often the nominal point. This is the third
possible representation level. An example taken from [39] in Fig. 2(c)

contains a selection of commercially available lithium-ion cells from
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Table 1
Faceted taxonomy to classify Ragone plots of electric energy storage.
Fig. 2. Example figures for the different possible representation levels. Subfigure (a) ©2011 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [36]. Subfigure (b) used with permission of the
American Institute of Physics, from [44]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. Subfigure (c) modified from [39], licensed under CC BY 4.0. Subfigure (d)
modified from [45], licensed under CC BY 4.0.
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four different chemistries, where each cell is represented by a single,
nominal E-P value pair.

To represent an entire technology, an arbitrary shape in the E-P
plane can be used, as shown in Fig. 2(d), from [45]. This fourth repre-
sentation level shows the typical order of magnitude of 𝐸, 𝑃 or derived
specific quantities of a technology. The shapes and their location are
commonly chosen from experience or manufacturer’s information. In
some cases, multiple nominal points are explicitly encompassed into
one summarizing shape, a ‘‘nominal area’’ of sorts [47]. The shapes
are typically squares or circles/ovals, but trapezoids or other forms
are sometimes used. All arbitrary shapes must be understood as rough
guidelines.

The latter two representation levels do not contain the information
of a classic characteristic Ragone curve and thus do not have all the
advantages listed at the outset of the introduction. There is also no
extensive methodology required beyond processing the manufacturer’s
information. However, they still contain information about an energy–
power relationship, and ultimately, the name ‘‘Ragone plot’’ has long
been applied to these types of representation levels by the respective
authors themselves. There is, therefore, no reason to exclude them from
this review or the developed taxonomy.

3.2. Hierarchical level

Energy storage can be analyzed on different scales, referred to as
‘‘hierarchical levels’’ in the presented taxonomy (Table 1). Here, three
levels are possible: material level, component level and system level, a
distinction also found in other literature [48,49].

The different hierarchical levels can be illustrated by consider-
ing cell-based electrochemical storage technologies, i.e., batteries and
supercapacitors. At the material level, the energy–power relation of
a specific electrode is studied, e.g., a particular active material or
the effect of non-active material (binder, additives) or adjustments
to the electrode architecture (structuring, porosity). The electrodes
are typically implemented as a half-cell and then combined with a
reference electrode to form a full cell, often in a lab-built, prototypic
setup [50]. At the component level, the complete and sealed cell with
housing, current collector tabs, separator, electrolyte, gaskets and poles
is studied. These are most often commercially available cells. At the
system level, the E-P relation of a system is studied, consisting of
multiple cells connected in series and parallel into one or more modules
and including necessary periphery, such as a heating/cooling system,
electronic monitoring and control, and power electronics.

This distinction between material/component/system is equally ap-
plicable in, e.g., thermo-mechanical energy storage. A material-level
Ragone plot shows the E-P relation inherent to a specific material, for
example, heat stored in a specific phase-change material. The compo-
nent level considers a fully functional component, such as a thermal
energy storage with an integrated heat exchanger. In contrast, a system-
level Ragone plot analysis would consider the complete storage system
with multiple components and energy conversion steps.

In hybrid energy storage systems (HESS), combining two storages
can occur on any hierarchical level. For example, [51–54] character-
ize battery-supercapacitor HESS that combine individual battery and
supercapacitor cells in configurations that best match up the voltage
levels of the respective technologies. These are component-level HESS.
However, recent research is more focused on material-level HESS,
where a battery electrode and a supercapacitor electrode are combined
to form a single hybrid cell [22]. This trend is increasingly blurring the
lines between batteries and supercapacitors in the quest to combine the
advantages of both technologies.

Both the Ragone plot outcome and the framework’s prevalence dif-
fer between these hierarchical levels, as illustrated by way of lithium-
ion batteries with nickel–manganese–cobalt (NMC) chemistries in Fig. 3.
5

The achievable gravimetric energy density reduces from material to m
component (cell) to system level as more inactive material is incor-
porated in each level. While the qualitative shape at the material and
cell level is similar, this cannot be formulated as a general rule, and
other technologies could differ in this respect.

System-level Ragone curves are generally lacking, and only the
nominal operating points of three automotive systems are included
for reference in Fig. 3. Very few publications address system-level
Ragone plots of any technology, and when they do, it is often ex-
perimental work on prototypic systems, e.g., [24,25]. Due to high
costs, system-level experiments of large engineering systems are rarely
performed [60]. Model-based analysis offers an alternative here, how-
ever, for some emerging storage technologies such as liquid air energy
storage (LAES) or PTES, comprehensive, system-level models are still
rare or lacking [61,62].

Material research for electrochemical energy storage has embraced
the Ragone plot as a standard framework among the field’s typical
reporting tools/methods [14,63]. This is especially true for supercapac-
itors — most publications containing Ragone plots at the material level
deal with supercapacitor electrode material. Here, many increasingly
specific electrode material variations have been studied and character-
ized with the help of Ragone plots, with the motivation to increase
energy density. However, a deeper analysis is not expedient for this
review.

The translation of material-level performance to cell-level perfor-
mance remains a perpetual issue in electrochemical energy storage,
addressed for Zinc-based batteries by [64], all-solid-state lithium bat-
teries by [16], lithium-ion batteries by [50] and for supercapacitors
by [63,65–67]. Spectacular Ragone plot results for new active mate-
rial or electrode architectures at the material level rarely translate to
superior cell-level performance [50]. The problem lies in erroneous or
intentionally misleading extrapolation to cell level, which is extenuated
by a lack of standardization for performance reporting [65,66]. How-
ever, this cannot be construed as a critique of Ragone plots per se and
can be easily remedied by clearly separating hierarchical levels [63]
and not inferring material-level performance to component (cell) level
via overly optimistic methods.

One notable example to combat this problem is found in [50].
Here, a tool called the ‘‘Ragone calculator’’ is provided to extrapo-
late material-level to cell-level performance for lithium-ion batteries
in a structured and transparent manner. After entering the rate ca-
pability result obtained from the half-cell and the geometry of the
studied electrodes, a standardized parameter set is applied to extrapo-
late to full-cell performance. Similar rules for translating material-level
performance/rate capabilities to component-level and system-level per-
formance should be established for other technologies by respective
domain experts.

3.3. Method

Ragone plots can principally be derived in three different manners:

1. Experimental, i.e., by conducting a set of experiments
2. Model-based, i.e., by formulating and evaluating models
3. Datasheet-based, i.e., by processing only datasheet information

hile model-based approaches often include experimental parametriza-
ion, this distinction is still considered practicable to classify the funda-
ental approaches to obtain a Ragone plot. Datasheet-based methods

re both simpler and less extensive than the other two options. They
re nevertheless included as a separate category because these provide
uick alternative options, especially where resources are constrained.
n this subsection, the three categories will be discussed one after
he other, as presented in the taxonomy: first experimental, then

odel-based, then datasheet-based.
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Fig. 3. Ragone plots of NMC-based lithium-ion batteries on different hierarchical scales, compiled from literature [55–59].
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3.3.1. Experimental
The classic Ragone curve is obtained by performing multiple full

charges/ discharges at different constant power levels and plotting the
results in the energy–power plane. For the discharge direction, this is
conducted as follows: Proceeding from a fully charged cell, device or
system, the storage is discharged at a defined constant power 𝑃 . The
ischarge lasts a finite time 𝑡f in(𝑃 ) until a predefined storage limit is
eached, and the storage is unable to deliver the required constant
ower anymore [9]. This limit can relate to the potential variable of the
torage, e.g., the minimum voltage 𝑈min of a battery or minimum water
evel in pumped hydro energy storage. Alternatively, a flow variable
imit (e.g., maximum current 𝐼max of a supercapacitor or maximum
ass flow in a compressed air system) or a safety limit such as a
aximum temperature 𝑇max can be reached. The available energy 𝐸

hen is the constant discharge power multiplied by the discharge time;
ee Eq. (1).

(𝑃 ) = 𝑃 ⋅ 𝑡f in(𝑃 ) (1)

The constant power value 𝑃 and its corresponding available energy
(𝑃 ) constitute a distinct point on the Ragone curve. The process is

epeated for other power values while keeping the same operating
imits. Consistency in operating limits is essential; indeed, the Ragone
elation of an electrochemical cell would expressed more accurately
s 𝐸 = 𝑓 (𝑃 ,𝑈min, 𝑈max, 𝐼max, 𝑇max) and the governing operating limits
hould always be reported.

If needed, the energy and power density based on either mass 𝑚
r volume 𝑣 of the storage can be calculated, giving the gravimetric
nergy density 𝑒m and gravimetric power density 𝑝m as

m = 𝐸
𝑚

(2)

𝑝m = 𝑃
𝑚

(3)

or the volumetric energy density 𝑒vol and volumetric power density 𝑝vol
as

𝑒vol =
𝐸
𝑣

(4)

vol =
𝑃
𝑣
. (5)

The charge direction is characterized analogously to the discharge
direction: the fully discharged energy storage is charged with a constant
power for a finite time until the storage cannot accept the constant
power anymore due to reaching an operating limit. The process is
repeated for multiple different charge powers. Note: From this point,
this subsection refers only to ‘‘discharge’’, even when the discussed
point applies to the charging process as well, for the sake of brevity.
The characteristic difference between charge vs. discharge is detailed
6

in Section 3.5. t
The experimental method of Ragone plots itself, and its influence on
the outcome of the Ragone curve is typically not a point of discussion.
The focus generally lies on the specific obtained results, and there-
fore, literature on experimental practices for obtaining Ragone plots
is limited. Nevertheless, three relevant experimental aspects have been
identified and will be discussed in the following subsections:

1. How to ensure that the Ragone plot range is captured suffi-
ciently.

2. How the ‘‘hack’’ encountered in battery research, where
constant-current results are converted into energy–power value
pairs, compares to the classic approach described above, and
what error this produces.

3. How pulsed discharges and HPPC tests have been used for
Ragone plots.

Capturing the full Ragone curve. At high discharge powers, the avail-
able energy delivered by the energy storage drops due to polarization
effects, inner friction or transport losses [28]. This drop can be more
or less pronounced, depending on the technology and the operational
limits imposed by the manufacturer or the user. It can also be accentu-
ated through logarithmic visualization, further discussed in Section 3.6.
Regardless, the aim should be to obtain the energy–power relation over
a representative range, including the energy drop at high discharge
powers, to have a meaningful basis for selecting an operating point.
A suitable operating point is often located in the vicinity of the energy
drop (referred to as the ‘‘knee’’ of the Ragone curve by [68]) because
both energy and power have relatively high values [68].

Fig. 4 shows the characteristic shape of a complete Ragone curve for
commercial lithium-ion cells from [46]. It shows a steadily decreasing
available energy, as the constant discharge power increases until a
specific point 𝑃UI = 𝑈min ⋅ 𝐼max is reached [46]. This point marks the
ower value at which the discharges switch from getting terminated
ue to reaching 𝑈min to getting terminated due to reaching the maxi-
um operating current 𝐼max. In a constant-power (CP) discharge, the

urrent drawn must increase as the cell voltage 𝑈 drops and is at its
ighest at the end of the discharge. At low power values, this final
urrent is below 𝐼max and discharges are terminated by 𝑈min. At high

powers, the current can reach the cell’s maximum current 𝐼max, which
prematurely terminates the discharge process and results in a drop in
obtained energy.

To capture a relevant range of the Ragone plot, at least 𝑃UI should be
pplied for a meaningful insight into the operational behavior for high
ischarge powers, as this marks the beginning of a significant energy
rop. Testing equipment must be selected for this required discharge
ower. Equipment limitations as the sole reason behind the partial
apture of a Ragone curve should be avoided. For example, in [69],

he maximum power of the testing equipment used is 30W, while
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Fig. 4. Ragone plot of a commercial 18 650-format lithium-ion cell with Nickel–Cobalt–
Aluminum (NCA) chemistry at 25 ◦C via multiple constant-power discharges. Used with
permission of Elsevier Science & Technology Journals, from [46] with minor edits;
permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

the cells could be discharged with 𝑃UI = 50W and higher, all while
keeping within manufacturer-specified limits. This results in a Ragone
curve that covers approximately the first third of the complete Ragone
curve shown in Fig. 4. In [70], a similar equipment-limit problem
was circumvented by extrapolating experimental data points with the
energy–power relation formulated by [9] for supercapacitors.

There is no consensus concerning the number of discharges needed
to form a Ragone curve. In Fig. 4, the Ragone curve is composed
of 20 discharges, which results in a high experimental effort. This
large number is not necessary because the discharges are oversampled
around 𝑃UI and at 𝑃 > 60W for didactic purposes. Balducci et al. [14]
recommend reporting at least four different discharge points to ac-
curately represent the energy–power relation and performance in the
context of supercapacitors. This rule of thumb can be extended to all
technologies.

Using adapted constant-current results. Characterization with a constant-
current (CC) discharge is a common experimental practice in the field
of electrochemical energy storage. CC discharge is a natural choice,
because (I) manufacturers typically provide CC discharge data, thus CC
tests are relevant for comparison to datasheets of commercially avail-
able cells, (II) standard tests, e.g characterizations performed according
to vehicle IEC standards 62660 and aircraft standards DO-311, are
typically CC tests [69] and (III) material-level cycle testing of electro-
chemical storage to obtain Ragone plots is almost exclusively performed
with galvanostats, which apply a galvanostatic (CC) discharge [14].

There is thus a motivation to obtain Ragone plots from tests per-
formed anyhow and thus not to have to perform additional CP dis-
charges. This has led to the adaption of experimental CC discharge
results for Ragone diagrams. The power varies throughout a CC dis-
charge and, therefore, does not yield a single distinct power value that
can be plotted in the E-P plane unambiguously. To circumvent this, the
power is averaged for the discharge process with

𝑃ave(𝐼) =
𝐸(𝐼)
𝑡f in

(6)

and the available energy 𝐸 [71] as

𝐸(𝐼) = ∫

𝑡=𝑡f in

𝑡=0
𝑈 (𝑡) ⋅ 𝐼 d𝑡. (7)

While the equations above are valid for electrochemical energy
storage technologies characterized by a voltage and a current, the
analogy of different discharge modes can be transferred to other storage
7

technologies. A discharge with constant current (CC) implies a constant
flow variable. This discharge regime has equivalents in other tech-
nologies, e.g., a constant mass flow in compressed air energy storage
or pumped hydro energy storage. This constant-flow discharge would
differ in its energy–power relations from a constant-power discharge.

The different discharge modes (CP vs. CC) result in different Ragone
curves for the same energy storage. This effect has not been widely
addressed, except in three recent publications: in [72] for supercapac-
itors and [46,69] for lithium-ion batteries. Allagui et al. extensively
studied the effect of three different loading conditions (CP/CC/CR) on
the Ragone plot for commercial supercapacitor cells [72]. However, the
Ragone plots in the publication are not presented classically, but rather
as the instantaneous power and energy of a single discharge. Sarpal
et al. demonstrated the effect of different reference voltages (mean,
nominal, maximum, minimum) when converting CC results into Ragone
plots [46]. Zhang et al. [69] experimentally demonstrate the difference
between Ragone plot results obtained via CP and CC discharge. Their
results indicate that CC discharge results in higher energy densities (up
to 25%) than the CP discharge. In the publication, no explanation is
put forward. However, the interested reader can refer to Fig. 5, where
the model of Verbrugge and Ying [73] is evaluated for both CC and CP
discharge. The figure explains the difference in available energy and
energy density with an illustrative example.

An obvious implication of this difference in CP and CC discharge
results is that the discharge mode needs to be clearly specified when
reporting Ragone plots. Additionally, the research community should
ideally perform CP discharge tests, even if these need to be conducted
on top of standard CC tests because a CP discharge corresponds to
the true power delivery capabilities of the energy storage. The cal-
culated average power obscures the large power variations during
a CC discharge. Ultimately, applications have a power requirement,
not a current requirement, that the energy storage needs to deliver.
While this power requirement might not be constant but rather a time-
varying power profile, Christen argues in [31] that the full CP discharge
of the Ragone plot ‘‘can serve as a simple, well-defined scenario to
characterize different energy storage devices on equal footing’’.

Ragone plots via pulsed discharge and HPPC tests. Instead of a steady
discharge, pulsed discharge has also been employed historically as a
type of load from which Ragone plots can be obtained, see [51], [52]
and [54]. Pulsed discharge introduces an additional mode of play into
the already vast field of Ragone plot methodology. The motivation
behind pulsed discharge is that a Ragone plot generated from a steady
discharge cannot give information on highly dynamic cyclical loads.
Pulsed power testing has been implemented as a remedy to systemati-
cally encode the effects of cyclical loading on energy–power relations
of storage technologies.

A prominent example of an application that requires pulsed loads
is hybrid-electric vehicles’ start-stop cycles [54]. At this point, fully
electric vehicles have been commercialized successfully, and pulsed
power Ragone plots for hybrid electric vehicle applications have de-
creased in relevance. There has been no publication on the subject since
2010. Nowadays, highly dynamic, specific load profiles are typically
evaluated individually and not integrated into a Ragone curve.

A special case of pulse power characterizations is hybrid pulse
power characterization (HPPC), where a specific pulse protocol is ob-
served, combining both charge and discharge, as specified in [74]. They
have been applied, amongst others, in so-called ‘‘non-conventional’’
Ragone plots to characterize LIB cathode material in [75]. The key
message here is that vastly different methods are found under the
umbrella term ‘‘Ragone plots’’.

3.3.2. Model-based
Model-based derivation of Ragone plots is principally conducted

following the same procedure as the experimental method detailed in
Section 3.3.1:
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Fig. 5. Subfigure (a) shows Ragone plots composed of multiple CP discharges (red curve) and CC discharges (blue curve), obtained via simulation from the model described
in [73] (further discussed in ). The resulting curves confirm that CC discharge results in higher energy densities, particularly at higher power levels, where CP discharges are cut
off earlier due to reaching 𝐼max. To explain the difference in energy densities, (b) shows the time curve of two single discharges, marked with a blue dot and labeled I (CC) and

arked with a red dot and labeled II (CP). Both these single discharges result in the same (average) power density (830.33 W/kg), as shown with the dotted vertical line in (a).
ubfigure (b) shows that the high currents at the end of the CP discharge process result in higher polarization, and as a result, the minimum voltage 𝑈min is reached earlier, see
c). This results in less energy extracted (Peukert’s law), as shown on the 𝑥-axis of (c). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
he web version of this article.)
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1. Formulation of a model that depicts the operating behavior of
an energy storage material, device or system.

2. The model is simulated over continuous time at different dis-
charge powers until an operating limit is reached and the process
is terminated.

3. Integration of power over time to obtain energy.
4. Each simulation results in an energy–power value pair. All the

E-P values together constitute the Ragone curve.

A large variety of models are utilized for this purpose, ranging from
imple to complex, from lumped to 2D, and from physical to empirical.

deciding factor in the modeling approach is whether the Ragone
lot is the final goal or a byproduct of a general analysis. A Ragone
urve describes the E-P relation and, thus, the operating behavior at the
erminal of the energy storage. If this is the only goal, the model can be
imple and phenomenological as long as the E-P terminal behavior is
epresented with sufficient accuracy. If the internal operating behavior
f a storage technology is of interest, a more physically meaningful,
omplex model might be chosen, and a Ragone plot produced, among
ther analyses.

The model requirements can be broadly summarized as follows: the
odel must be dynamic, at the least in the timescales relevant for the
ischarge process of the specific technology, because the potential of
ost energy technologies changes during a discharge. This results in a
on-stationary process. The dynamic model formulation is achieved by
onstituting differential equations, often a balance equation (i.e., mass
alance, energy balance, charge balance). Effects outside the discharge
imescale can be disregarded if desired or approximated via station-
ry or quasi-stationary relations. The model formulation must include
perating limits that terminate the discharge simulation.

In some cases, typically simpler model formulations, the model can
e solved analytically to obtain a closed-form expression that directly
ives the energy as a function of power 𝐸(𝑃 ). By eliminating the
8

p

temporal component, simulation over time is not required and the
evaluation of 𝐸(𝑃 ) for different discharge powers results directly in the
Ragone curve.

We omit further sub-distinctions between model-based Ragone plots
in the introduced taxonomy; see Table 1. While there is a certain
clustering into groups of similar approaches in the literature, a clear
separation is difficult. A particular model-based approach to char-
acterize batteries could combine, e.g., elements of porous electrode
theory with equivalent circuit models. Envisioning all possible mod-
eling approaches and creating placeholder classifiers in a taxonomy is
also difficult. In effect, any approach that meets the abovementioned
requirements and models the operating behavior at the storage ter-
minals as accurately as necessary can be used. However, to give the
discussion of model-based Ragone plots some structure, we discuss
selected modeling approach groupings that have high relevance in the
context of Ragone plots in the order they were first applied in the
field. Note that there is a bias towards electrochemical energy storage
because the Ragone plot historically originates from this field.

Porous electrode theory (Doyle–Fuller–Newman model family). The Doyle–
uller–Newman (DFN) battery model and its subsequent extensions and
dvancements is a popular full-cell formulation for intercalation sys-
ems, such as lithium-ion batteries [76]. It is a pseudo-two-dimensional
odel based on porous electrode theory, primarily derived from funda-
ental theory. It is a state-of-the-art, physics-based model [77], but it

omes at the cost of a complex implementation and computationally
xpensive simulation. Due to the model complexity, it is dispropor-
ionate as a standalone ansatz for obtaining Ragone curves, where
impler models suffice. Instead, DFN-implementations have been used
or producing Ragone curves as one element of broader model-based
nalyses.

Doyle et al. [68] investigate the design optimization of lithium-

olymer cells to increase energy density, whereby the optimization
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Table 2
Overview over the storage technologies described by Christen and Carlen 2000 and Christen 2018.
Source: Graphical representations adapted from [9,28].
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result is assessed via Ragone plots. Similar DFN-based design optimiza-
tions with Ragone plots for various lithium-ion chemistries have been
conducted by [78–81]. The DFN model has also been employed to
model pulsed discharge Ragone plots by Stewart et al. [82]. In this
case, the DFN model can accurately model the electrolyte dynamics that
occur in a pulsed discharge, i.e., the concentration polarization during
the pulse and the subsequent voltage recovery in the idle time.

‘‘Theory of Ragone plots’’ by Christen and Carlen. This dedicated Ragone
plot ansatz was put forward by Christen and Carlen in 2000 [9] and
elaborated and expanded upon in [28]. It consists of a compact set of
differential equations (one for each technology), solved analytically to
produce an expression of 𝐸(𝑃 ). The original publication contributed
significantly to popularizing the Ragone plot.

At the heart lies the formulation of two general differential equa-
tions with the same structure, see Eqs. (8) and (9). The first describes
the dynamics of an ideal electrical energy storage with the charge 𝑄,
containing an inductance 𝐿, an internal resistance 𝑅, a potential 𝑉 (𝑄)
and delivering a voltage 𝑈 to the load. The other considers an ideal
mechanical energy storage, where a point mass with the coordinate 𝑠
and mass 𝑚 moves in a potential 𝜓 , is slowed down by a Stokes-type
friction with the time constant 𝜏 and delivers a force 𝐹 to the load.

𝐿 d2𝑄
d𝑡2

+ 𝑅d𝑄
d𝑡

+ 𝑉 (𝑄) = 𝑈 with − d𝑄
d𝑡

= 𝐼 (8)

𝑚 d2𝑠
d𝑡2

+ 𝑚
𝜏
d𝑠
d𝑡

+ 𝜓(𝑠) = 𝐹 with d𝑠
d𝑡

= �̇� (9)

The general equations are then modified to fit the specific tech-
nologies. For example, the battery has no inductive element, and
the potential 𝑉 (𝑄) is substituted by a constant voltage 𝑈0. In the
case of a supercapacitor, which also has no inductive element, the
potential 𝑉 (𝑄) is given by 𝑄∕𝐶. The superconducting magnetic energy
(SMES) and flywheel storage have no potential term. An overview of
the technology-specific equations that result from these modifications
and their equivalent circuit/graphical representations are given in Ta-
ble 2. A fifth technology (mechanical potential energy storage, such as
pumped hydro) is discussed in principle but not formally developed.

The equations in Table 2 are then solved analytically, and 𝐸(𝑃 )
is determined with algebraic manipulation. For batteries, the Ragone
curve is given in Eq. (10); for the other 𝐸(𝑃 ) equations, refer to [9,28].
The relation in Eq. (10) has resurfaced in different forms in other
publications. The ‘‘modified Ragone representation’’ of [83] and [84]
9

is essentially the same mathematical relation with a slightly different
notation. The analytical relation in the form 𝑃 (𝐸) presented by [58]
also delivers the same values as Eq. (10).

𝐸(𝑃 ) =
2𝑅𝑄0𝑃

𝑈0 −
√

𝑈2
0 − 4𝑅𝑃

(10)

There are several simplifications in this ideal-component approach
taken by Christen and Carlen. Most crucial for batteries, no voltage
limits are enforced, and the source voltage has no charge-dependency.
Krieger and Arnold [85] show that this causes significant discrep-
ancies to experimental results of real batteries and have proposed
modifications to the equations of Christen and Carlen. Donateo and
Spedicato [86] and Reichbach et al. [87] have proposed other ex-
tensions. As for capacitors, a constant capacitance simplifies actual
supercapacitor behavior, where 𝐶 is a function of 𝑄 due to pseu-
docapacitance. Indeed, Mathis et al. [63] argue against using any
constant-capacitance formulas to obtain energy values of real super-
capacitors. For flywheels, the E-P relation does not account for an
attached conversion device, i.e., the motor/generator, that limits the
power transfer to the load [28].

Overall, the 𝐸(𝑃 ) relations obtained from this ansatz are easy to use
nd parametrize from basic experiments or even datasheet information
hen no experimental resources are available. It is an elegant formu-

ation that serves as a solid foundation for the Ragone plot framework
nd has excellent teaching value. However, the theoretical nature and
imitations this entails reduce the applicability for practical energy
torage problems.

quivalent circuit models. While the approach of Christen and Carlen
n the previous subsection also contains simple equivalent circuit rep-
esentations, equivalent circuit models (ECMs) of higher complexity
re often chosen as a dedicated modeling ansatz for quantifying the
nergy–power relation of electrochemical energy storage, such as bat-
eries and supercapacitors.

The basic principle is based on the phenomenological representa-
ion of real-life electrochemical storage operating behavior through
n equivalent electric circuit. The equivalent circuit models bene-
it from a typically lower parameter set and thus a high computa-
ional speed [77]. They also have a high degree of flexibility. They
an be adapted and expanded to suit modeling demands, e.g., dif-
erent time constants of parallel RC-elements can represent dynamic
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Table 3
Suitable equivalent circuit models for lithium-ion battery Ragone plots. Formulae for Thevenin-circuit from [73].
behavior in different timescales [88]. While more sophisticated cir-
cuits generally increase model accuracy [89], more elements increase
the parametrization effort and simulation time. Furthermore, as phe-
nomenological models, ECMs are, strictly speaking, valid only within
their parametrization range, and any extrapolation should be treated
with caution.

Two lithium-ion battery ECMs that have been employed for obtain-
ing Ragone plots and proven themselves very suitable are the so-called
‘‘Rint-circuit’’ and ‘‘Thevenin-circuit’’. They are presented in Table 3
with their key equations. We limit the discussion to these two examples,
as, in theory, ECMs of all shapes and sizes could be used to obtain
Ragone plots of any electrochemical cells. Extensive reviews on ECMs
employed in battery and supercapacitor modeling have been done
elsewhere; see [89,90].

The Rint-ECM contains a voltage source (open-circuit voltage) with
a series resistance, representing the cell’s internal resistance. The Rint-
ECM is the same circuit architecture used by Christen and Carlen in
their ‘‘Theory of Ragone plots’’. However, for practical characterization
with the Rint-ECM, the open-circuit voltage is typically implemented
as charge-dependent and the internal resistance as both charge and
current-dependent. These are fitted in polynomial form from exper-
imental data, e.g., in [69,73,85]. 𝑈0(𝑄) and 𝑅(𝑄, 𝐼) are key factors
for the good agreement of the relatively simple model architecture,
but also why the model needs to be solved numerically. An analytical
solution cannot be found with an open-circuit voltage polynomial.
Zhang et al. [69] coupled a Rint-model with a thermodynamic model to
develop non-isothermal Ragone plots for popular commercial lithium-
ion cells. They demonstrate the good agreement of a Rint-circuit with
experimental Ragone plots. While they do not test the accuracy at high
discharge powers, in general, Rint-model accuracy is lower at higher
powers (≤ 5% error at high currents compared to only ≤ 1% error at
low currents, according to [91]).

The Thevenin-circuit is a structurally more complex ECM. In addi-
tion to an experimentally fitted voltage source (open-circuit voltage)
and an internal series resistance for ohmic-type losses, it contains
a parallel resistor–capacitor element. The parallel resistor–capacitor
represents the time-dependent charge depletion and recovery at the
battery electrodes (the double layer behavior) [92]. Verbrugge and
Ying [73] parametrized a Thevenin-ECM to produce lithium-ion battery
Ragone plots for a wide temperature range and showed good agreement
with experimental results. The experiments do not cover the high power
density range, but Thevenin-models are principally suited for this. They
are especially suited for pulsed-discharge Ragone plots because the RC-
element models the voltage recovery in idle time, where Rint-models
10

would be unsuitable.
Because equivalent circuit models are phenomenological, they can-
not give information about the behavior of internal physical variables.
However, if the end goal is only to create a Ragone plot, this is
not a drawback but rather a benefit. As mentioned at the outset of
this chapter, energy–power relations fundamentally characterize the
operating behavior at the terminal of the energy storage. Modeling the
exact inner workings is optional as long as the terminal behavior is
represented correctly. Here, ECMs offer an excellent trade-off between
accuracy and implementation effort.

Endoreversible thermodynamics. To describe the energy–power relations
of PTES (also referred to as Carnot batteries), Christen uses endore-
versible thermodynamics as a modeling framework in [31]. The mo-
tivation behind endoreversible thermodynamics is to formulate simple
expressions that better match real-life processes than reversible ther-
modynamics [93]. This is achieved by considering ideal, reversible
subsystems whose interactions with each other are irreversible.

In [31], an ideal Carnot engine which is connected to a lumped ther-
mal reservoir with the thermal capacitance 𝐶th and temperature 𝑇 , that
decays during the discharge (sensible TES) or remains constant (latent
TES). The heat is transferred to the Carnot engine via an irreversible
heat exchanger with an equivalent thermal resistance 𝑅th. The differ-
ential equation is solved analytically, resulting in a time-independent,
normalized 𝐸(𝑃 ) relation. The fundamental E-P curve can thus quickly
be obtained from the lumped parameters 𝐶th and 𝑅th. However, due to
the uncertainty of the lumped parameters and the relative simplicity
of the model, the Ragone curves of practical technical systems could
differ, as control regimes and off-design performance of power cycle
machinery pose significant challenges for PTES.

3.3.3. Datasheet-based
Datasheet-based or datasheet-enhanced methods to obtain Ragone

curves can be helpful when experimental infrastructure is unavailable,
and a quick solution is preferred. Mellincovsky et al. [94] and Reich-
bach et al. [87] have proposed datasheet-enhanced methods to obtain
Ragone curves, where the modeling approach is fed by parameters
readily available from commercial supercapacitor datasheets.

Chen et al. [95] proposed a method whereby the entire Ragone
curve is derived from experimental datasheet discharges performed
by the manufacturer of commercial battery cells. Here, at least two
voltage-capacity curves for different discharge currents are required.
Two energy-discharge time value pairs can be extracted from these
curves, converted to E-P value pairs, and subsequently interpolated.
The accuracy thus depends on the number of discharge curves that
are processed. This method has also been proposed in a similar form

by [46,69].
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3.4. Technology

The entries in the taxonomy facet ‘‘technology’’ in Table 1 are all
the technologies for which Ragone plots have ever been created. The
technologies include various battery types, where the Ragone plot is
traditionally applied, and other technologies, such as CAES and PTES.
Instead of covering every technology separately, we want to introduce
another dimension, namely coupled E-P and decoupled E-P, for the dis-
cussion in this chapter. This distinction is not included in the taxonomy
because it is an overarching characteristic that groups several technolo-
gies, but it helps understand the underlying mechanisms. Section 3.4.1
explains coupled vs. decoupled E-P characteristics and their effect on
the Ragone plot. After this, batteries and supercapacitors (coupled E-
P) are discussed 3.4.2, then all other technologies (decoupled E-P) in
3.4.3. Lastly, thermal energy storage is discussed separately because it
is not electric energy storage but rather a key component in electric
energy storage technologies.

3.4.1. Coupled E-P vs. decoupled E-P technologies
Energy storage technologies can be grouped into two categories:

coupled E-P type technologies, where energy and power are linked
together and decoupled E-P type storage, where energy and power can
be scaled separately.

Most storage systems based on electrochemical cells are coupled
E-P type technologies (except for flow batteries). Here, designing and
optimizing for energy comes at the expense of power and vice versa.
For example, a cell can be designed to increase power performance
by adding more conductive additives and current collectors. However,
within a finite cell volume, this leaves less space for active material and,
therefore, comes at the price of energy performance [96,97]. Specific
energy and specific power are thus not independent from one another,
hence the term ‘‘coupled E-P’’. While the cell’s E/P ratio is a design
choice within a certain range, they are subsequently mass-produced as
a sealed-off component whose E/P ratio cannot be modified. A storage
system composed of cells has the same E/P ratio as its constituent cells.

In a decoupled E-P type technology, energy and power can be scaled
separately, such as pumped hydro, compressed air energy storage [98],
flow batteries or flywheel energy storage [99]. These are storage tech-
nologies where the conversion from stored energy form to electrical
output is performed by a dedicated device, e.g., motor/generator or
turbine/compressor. These are separate from the energy reservoir, and
both can be scaled to whichever absolute size is needed; hence the term
‘‘decoupled E-P’’.

Fig. 6 conceptually illustrates the impact of coupled vs. decoupled
E-P on the specific-value Ragone plot. In Fig. 6(a), the Ragone curves
of three different example cells are plotted, designed by three different
manufacturers, but belonging to the same technology (e.g., a specific
battery chemistry). Cell 1 is a high-energy cell, cell 3 is a high-power
cell and cell 2 lies between the two. They are limited by a technology-
inherent maximum gravimetric energy density 𝑒m,max. Each cell has
ts own E-P trade-off in operation, characterized by the Ragone curve.
owever, taken together, their nominal operating points form a Pareto

ront, characterizing the E-P trade-off in design.
Tzermias et al. [39] first practically demonstrated this Pareto front

y plotting many nominal energy and power densities of state-of-the-
rt commercial lithium-ion cells, see Fig. 2(c), further discussed in
ection 3.7. In the case of a coupled E-P type technology, a specific-
alue Ragone plot can aid in honest reporting because a cell claiming
uperior power performance will have a worse energy performance in
finite volume/mass.

Fig. 6(b) shows three example systems of a decoupled E-P type
echnology. The technology is characterized by an inherent 𝑒m,max,
argely determined by the storage medium (e.g., air/water/hydrogen).
he power conversion units typically take up less volume and mass

n relation to the energy reservoir and, therefore, do not impact en-
11

rgy density substantially. Decoupled E-P technologies thus have a
Table 4
Overview over past and recent battery and supercapacitor characterizations via Ragone
plots at component level (cell).

Electrochemical ES technology Ragone plot literature

Lithium-ion batteries (LIB) Nagasubramanian 2001 [101]
Chu and Braatz 2002 [102]
Zhang et al. 2006 (LCO) [103]
Verbrugge and Ying [73]
Moss et al. 2008 (Lipo) [104]
Ji et al. 2012 (NMC) [105]
Krieger and Arnold 2012 [85]
Kumar et al. 2018 (LCO) [106]
Sarpal et al. 2018 [46]
Braun et al. 2018 (ASS) [107]
Zhang et al. 2019 (NCA, NMC) [69]
Schröer et al. 2020 (LTO) [59]
Catenaro et al. 2021 (NCA, NMC, LFP) [58]

Lead–acid batteries (LAB) Saakes et al. 2001 [108]
Lopes et al. 2011 [36]
Zhang et al. 2015 [37]

Nickel-metal-hydride (NMH) Schupbach et al. 2003 [35]
Albertus et al. 2008 [80]
Ceralo et al. 2020 [109]

Lithium-sulphur batteries (LSB) Mikhaylik and Akridge 2003 [110]
Akridge et al. 2004 [111]

Supercapacitors (SC) Chu and Braatz 2002 [102]
Moss et al. 2007 [112]
Cericola et al. 2010 [54]
Lopes et al. 2011 [36]
Reichbach et al. 2016 [87]
Allagui et al. 2020 [72]
Catenaro et al. 2021 [58]

Hybrid energy storage (HESS)
of LIB and SC

Holland et al. 2002 [51]

Sikha and Popov 2004 [52]
Sikha et al. 2005 [53]

characteristic energy density, but the power density can be scaled
independently, as needed. However, their Ragone curves still show
operating behavior E-P trade-off, as operation at different powers re-
sults in different available energies. As such, they have other benefits,
discussed in Section 3.4.3.

3.4.2. Batteries and supercapacitors (coupled E-P)
Historically, the Ragone plot has been developed for characterizing

batteries and supercapacitors as coupled E-P type storage technologies.
Ragone plot analysis has proven itself especially suitable here because
energy and power densities are key characteristics for mobile applica-
tions [100], where energy storage is unavoidable, and new chemistries
are typically established first.

The Ragone curve shape of batteries and supercapacitors is char-
acterized by very low leakages in practically relevant charge/discharge
timeframes. The highest available energy is in the low power range and
continually decreases as the discharge power increases. In the high-
power region, the available energy drops rapidly due to the ohmic
losses associated with high currents and polarization effects.

Over the last years, a continual development towards higher energy
and power densities has been reflected in Ragone plots, in line with
overarching battery development trends. This development will not be
discussed in detail, as the Ragone plot is merely the reporting frame-
work and battery development trends are reviewed in detail elsewhere.
For an overview of past and recent cell-level battery and supercapacitor
characterizations via Ragone plots, refer to Table 4.

3.4.3. Other technologies (decoupled E-P)
Ragone plots are not typically used for decoupled E-P-type tech-

nologies. One reason is that decoupled E-P is primarily implemented as
stationary storage, where energy and power density are less relevant.
Another factor is research tradition: particular subfields might not be
aware of the Ragone plot framework or question the application to
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Fig. 6. Depiction of the conceptual difference between specific-value Ragone plots of coupled and decoupled E-P technology types. Decoupled E-P type Ragone curves only quantify
he E-P trade-off incurred by operation at different power levels.
heir respective technologies. Ragone plots have other benefits in cases
here energy and power density are less relevant, as discussed in the

ollowing subsections.

edox-flow batteries. While many material-level Ragone plot studies
or flow batteries of all kinds can be found, only [113] characterized
ommercial vanadium redox-flow battery cells with Ragone plots to
stimate their potential for integration with wind power. Too few E-
data points are collected to conclude a characteristic shape, but an

nergy drop at high powers can be seen as with all electrochemical
nergy storage.

The lack of component (cell) and system-level E-P characteriza-
ion indicates a general trend in the redox-flow battery community,
here the focus lies on material-level research. According to Arenas
t al. [114], ‘‘there are very few case studies of scale-up, full-size cell
haracterization or plant performance during extended operation’’.

lywheels, Carnot batteries. Christen has presented Ragone plots for
lywheel energy storage [28] and for pumped thermal energy storage
PTES), also referred to as Carnot batteries, with both latent and
ensible thermal energy storage [31]. In the case of the flywheel
nergy storage, it is a simplified analysis that does not account for
he effects of the motor/generator and is, therefore, not studied in
erms of a decoupled E-P technology. The characteristic shape shows
he low-power range dominated by leakage losses due to friction, but
o equivalent effects to polarization occur at high discharge powers.

In the case of Carnot batteries, the characteristic shape is different
or sensible and latent heat reservoirs. In general, the Ragone curve is
ounded by the efficiency of the thermodynamic cycle and the available
nergy is reduced at higher powers due to imperfect heat exchange.
oth characterizations are theoretical but are a solid basis for further
ractical analysis. For details, the reader is referred to the respective
ublications [28,31].

ompressed air energy storage (CAES). Alami et al. have experimentally
haracterized both CAES [24] and compressed gas energy storage
CGES) [25] with Ragone plots. The analyses use the same prototypic
ystem, once with air as a working fluid and once with CO2. The system
onsists of three pressure cylinders, two reciprocating compressors,
turbine and a motor/generator. While prototypic in nature, it is a

rue system-level analysis. One issue in the analysis is calculating the
ower density from the maximum values of the generator voltage and
urrent, which is an overestimation. Nevertheless, the gain from the
agone representation can be seen in this case, namely (1) a compact
isplay of the general attainable energy and power and density, (2)
howing general operating flexibility (range of operating powers) and
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he associated available energy reduction of off-design behavior and
(3) quantifying the effect of different operating regimes and operating
limits on attainable energy and power (and their densities).

3.4.4. Thermal energy storage (TES)
Standalone TES is not an electric energy storage technology, as the

input and output are thermal energy. It is, however, a key compo-
nent for electric storage technologies, such as CAES [115] or Carnot
batteries [116], and thus it is briefly discussed here.

Thermal energy storage can be coupled E-P or decoupled E-P,
depending on its configuration. In engineering applications, thermal
energy is typically transferred to a working fluid via a heat exchanger.
This heat exchanger can be integrated into the TES or implemented
as a separate component. An example of a coupled E-P type would
be a latent TES composed of phase change material (PCM) with an
integrated heat exchanger in the form of spatially distributed fluid
channels. Inserting more heat exchanger channels allows the thermal
energy to be transferred more quickly but reduces the amount of phase
change material and, therefore, the energy capacity [30]. In contrast, a
decoupled E-P TES has a separate heat exchanger component that can
be scaled independently. Increasing power density thus does not come
at the expense of energy density.

Recent publications in the field of thermal energy storage have
adopted the Ragone plot framework to great effect, see [29,30,117,
118]. The most extensive investigation in this regard is [30]. Here,
analogies between electrochemical and thermal energy storage are
developed, and Ragone plots are first adapted for TES. Instead of
electrical power, the equivalent axis for TES is the heat transfer rate
�̇�. A comprehensive parameter study of PCM-based heat storage design
is conducted, and different PCM materials are tested, all in the Ragone
plot framework.

Because it clearly shows the effect of design variables on power and
energy density, the Ragone plot is a compact way to investigate design
trade-offs at the initial design stage on the same basis scenario. At the
same time, by including both energy (density) and power (density),
disingenuous performance reporting is prevented [30]. It remains to
be seen if the Ragone plot framework prevails in TES performance
reporting, but it is fundamentally well-suited for this.

3.5. Process direction

All the Ragone plots discussed thus far showed discharge processes,
as most of the Ragone plot literature focuses on the discharge direction.
A guess as to why this is the case is that many energy storage appli-

cations are more discharge-constrained, e.g., electric vehicles charged
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Fig. 7. Experimental Ragone curves for the charge and discharge direction of commer-
cial lithium-ion cells (900 mAh, Tenergy). Used with permission of Elsevier Science
& Technology Journals, from [85] with minor edits; permission conveyed through
Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

slowly overnight but discharged with high-power, dynamic load de-
mands. However, the Ragone plot concept equally applies to the charge
process direction.

Two notable publications that include the charge and discharge
directions are [73] and [85]. Both studied commercial lithium-ion
cells via equivalent circuit models and CP charge and discharge. Both
highlight the different operating behavior and the resulting different
Ragone plots for the charge and discharge direction. This effect is
due to the well-known voltage hysteresis that occurs in lithium-ion
batteries [119].

The result from [85] is shown in Fig. 7, where the charge direction
Ragone curve is lower than the discharge curve because the tested cells
are optimized for discharge. Charge and discharge are not symmetrical
processes, and a Ragone plot for the charge direction is, therefore,
not a mirrored discharge Ragone plot. Similar effects can be expected
from other storage technologies but have not yet been studied with the
Ragone plot framework.

3.6. Visualization

The visualization of Ragone plots is highly variable, and no form
of presentation has established itself above others (see supplementary
materials, Appendix). From the literature review, four classification
aspects have been identified: which values are displayed, the axis
orientation, whether values are normalized or not, and the usage of
logarithmic axes. However, these four aspects are not deemed suffi-
ciently important to merit their own taxonomy facet and thus have
been grouped under the facet ‘‘visualization’’, discussed briefly in this
subsection.

First, energy and power can be displayed as absolute values or as
derived specific values based on mass (gravimetric) or volume (volu-
metric). This choice depends entirely on the context and utilization of
the Ragone plot.

Second, the axes of the diagram can either be oriented as energy
over power (or the derived specific quantities) or vice-versa. As with
other visualization options, the literature has no dominant axis orien-
tation. However, a recommendation is made here: We consider plotting
the energy on the 𝑦-axis as a function of applied power (on the x-axis)
a more intuitive axis choice. Adopting this as a guideline would ensure
a standard orientation of all Ragone plots, which is beneficial for easy
comparison between plots.

Third, the quantities in the Ragone plot can be normalized to a
reference value, typically either the maximum or the nominal value.
13
Normalization is helpful when comparing energy storage in cases where
mass and volume are irrelevant to the application, but some reference
point is needed. As with the choice between absolute and specific
values, this depends on the context.

Finally, the axes’ scaling can be either logarithmic, linear or semi-
logarithmic with respect to energy or power. Logarithmic visualization
is beneficial when multiple technologies are included in the same
Ragone plot, as it facilitates the display of different orders of magnitude
of 𝐸, 𝑃 or derived specific quantities within one diagram. If this is not
the case, logarithmic visualization should be applied sparingly, as it
visually distorts the characteristic shape of the Ragone curve.

In all cases, it is good practice to include isochrones so that the
range of the Ragone curve can be quickly gauged and compared be-
tween different plots.

3.7. Utilization

The primary purpose of a Ragone plot is to visualize the relationship
between energy and power and thus facilitate the comparison between
different types of energy storage, which is discussed in Section 3.7.1.
However, other utilization beyond this primary purpose is possible,
broadly grouped into two further classifiers, namely the inclusion into
optimization problems as a constraint, discussed in Section 3.7.2 and
graphical sizing/design methods in Section 3.7.3.

3.7.1. Visualization & comparison
Different aspects can be visualized and compared via Ragone plots.

Firstly, the impact of physical effects on the E-P relation can be shown.
Temperature effects in lithium-ion batteries and their influence on
Ragone curves are investigated in [103,105,106]. The non-isothermal
Ragone plot of Ji et al. [105] demonstrates that self-heating results
in higher specific energies but an even more accentuated final energy
drop, referred to as ‘‘power cliff’’. The effect of aging on Ragone plots
of lithium-ion batteries is shown in [120], where the Ragone curve is
offset towards lower energies with increased aging.

Second, the effect of different design choice parameters can be
shown. This effect is often shown in cell design, where the cell archi-
tecture is optimized for a specific discharge duration. The Ragone plot
is not formally integrated into this parametric optimization process but
is used to evaluate the intermediate and final optimization result, see,
e.g., [68,78,79,81,121,122].

Third, a technology selection or pre-selection can take place. In [41],
a structured technology pre-selection for the supply of pulsed loads
of an all-electric warship is conducted via a Ragone plot. Lastly, goal
values can be included to assess suitability for an application goal or
to show the gap between state-of-art and a specific development goal,
e.g., [80].

3.7.2. Optimization constraint
The E-P relation can also be integrated into optimization problems

as a mathematical constraint. This approach is often used in hybrid
energy storage (HESS), where two storage types with different specific
energies/powers are combined. Schupbach et al. [35] introduce the
principal procedure. In its simplest form, a single 𝐸demand and 𝑃demand
are supplied by combining storage 𝑎 with storage 𝑏. The problem
constraints are then

𝑃demand ≤ 𝑝m,a ⋅ 𝑚a + 𝑝m,b ⋅ 𝑚b (11)

𝐸demand ≤ 𝑒m,a(𝑝m,a) ⋅ 𝑚a + 𝑒m,b(𝑝m,b) ⋅ 𝑚b, (12)

where 𝑒m(𝑝m) are the specific-value Ragone curves. The simplest objec-
tive function is a mass minimization, i.e,

𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑚a + 𝑚b) (13)

The sophistication can be augmented with more complex objective
functions or a time-varying power demand, in which case the control
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Fig. 8. Ragone plot for a PC2700 Maxwell supercapacitor and an 45 Ah NMH Ovonic
battery with graphical sizing method.
Source: Reprinted, with permission, from [35] with minor edits.
© 2003 IEEE.

strategy for power allocation within HESS substantially influences siz-
ing [35]. This principal procedure has also been applied in subsequent
literature, e.g., [36,37,123]. Both Lopes et al. [36] and Zhang et al. [37]
size a HESS composed of lead–acid batteries and supercapacitors with
Ragone-curve constraints. In [36], the required power 𝑃demand is the
average value of a load profile, whereas [37] and [35] choose the
maximum 𝐸 and 𝑃 as their characteristic requirement. The latter is
more suited for sizing. Additionally, [37] minimizes purchasing costs
instead of only system mass.

In [124], Christen and Ohler integrate Ragone curves as constraints
into a techno-economic optimization that maximizes the net present
value of a storage system to find the optimal operating point in a
simplified economic scenario. The objective function is maximized via
mathematical differentiation, which has the advantage that the solution
is determined analytically without the need for optimization solvers.

3.7.3. Graphical sizing methods
Ragone plots have also been used for graphical sizing and design.

Here, the foundation was also laid by [35]. The method is shown in
Fig. 8, where supercapacitors and nickel-metal-hydride (NMH) batteries
are options for a storage problem.

From the energy 𝐸demand and power 𝑃demand requirement of the
application, a characteristic time can be calculated and plotted as
a diagonal isochrone in the E-P plane. The isochrone intersects the
specific-value Ragone curve of the supercapacitor in design point X.
From either 𝑒m or 𝑝m at point X, the storage mass 𝑚 = 𝑃demand∕𝑝m(X) or
𝑚 = 𝐸demand∕𝑒m(X) and number of cells 𝑛cell ≥ 𝑚∕𝑚cell is calculated.

The isochrone does not intersect the Ragone curve of the NMH
battery in Fig. 8. This does not mean the technology cannot fulfill the
absolute 𝐸 and 𝑃 requirements — instead, the design point Y closest
to the isochrone is chosen for system sizing. The scale-up from a non-
intersected point on the Ragone curve results in oversizing with respect
to either energy or power. In this case, the resulting NMH battery has a
higher 𝐸 than demanded by the application, as both energy and power
requirements need to be fulfilled simultaneously:

𝑚 ≥ 𝑃demand∕𝑝m(Y) ∧ 𝑚 ≥ 𝐸demand∕𝑒m(Y) (14)

Catenaro et al. also employ this method for technology selection
and subsequent sizing of storage systems for electrified military vehicles
in [42]. In contrast to [36,37], the analysis by Catenaro et al. employs
14
Fig. 9. Ragone plot analysis method of [39], Figure licensed under CC BY 4.0. The SESS
line indicates the maximum achievable specific values that can be attained with a single
type of cells. By combining high-power and high-energy cells in hybrid energy storage
(HESS), tailored specific-value points in the green area can be achieved, resulting in
a weight-saving in comparison to an otherwise oversized single cell-type storage. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

a sophisticated method for calculating the required 𝐸demand and 𝑃demand
for multiple representative vehicle scenarios.

Another interesting graphical method, named the ‘‘Ragone plot
analysis method’’, was introduced by Tzermias et al. in [39] for the
initial sizing of HESS. By plotting only the nominal power and nominal
energy value-pairs of commercially available, state-of-the-art lithium-
ion cells shown in Fig. 2(c), the authors quantify the Pareto front of
lithium-ion cells as a coupled E-P type technology. This Pareto front is
shown in Fig. 9 without the individual cell E-P value pairs and labeled
SESS curve (single energy storage system).

A hybrid storage system, combining the cell with the highest gravi-
metric energy density with the cell that has the highest gravimetric
power density, can go beyond the Pareto front and achieve tailored
specific-value pairs in the green area in Fig. 9. The outer possible
limit is the direct line between the high-power and high-energy cell,
labeled HESS line in Fig. 9. The weight-saving potential, in comparison
to an otherwise oversized single-cell storage system, can be estimated
graphically by the relative length of the distance between the SESS
curve and the HESS line in relation to the distance from the origin to
the HESS line (for a particular E/P ratio). Exemplary weight savings
are quantified with green arrows in Fig. 9. This intuitive and elegant
concept allows the user to quickly estimate the weight-saving potential
of multi-cell HESS for a particular characteristic 𝐸demand∕𝑃demand ratio.
De Freitas et al. [38] proposed a similar concept; however the basis of
current cell chemistries renders [39] a more directly practical method.

4. Conclusion and outlook

This work conducted a structured review of the Ragone plot con-
cept. We found that there is not a single understanding of this concept,
but rather, a high level of variety and ambiguity characterizes the
existing literature. A faceted taxonomy was developed to organize the
Ragone plot concept. With the aid of this taxonomy, all relevant aspects
of any Ragone plot can be conclusively classified. The authors would
like to encourage researchers to classify future Ragone plots using the
suggested taxonomy to establish comparability and a shared under-
standing of this framework. In this work, more than 100 publications
have been systematically reviewed via the taxonomy facets. The key
findings are summarized in the following subsections.
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4.1. Current application

The application of Ragone plots is common in electrochemical
energy storage because it historically originates from this field. It is
particularly prevalent for material-level analysis, where many novel
electrode chemistries are routinely characterized with Ragone plots.
Here, the focus lies on potential successors of conventional lithium-ion
batteries, such as lithium-metal, lithium-sulfur and solid-state batteries.
Furthermore, a blurring of lines between batteries and supercapacitors
is occurring, reflected by many material-level HESS analyses. Ragone
plots have been used outside of batteries and supercapacitors to great
effect; however, these are mainly singular instances, and the framework
has yet to establish itself widely. The first adoption of Ragone plots for
thermal energy storage has been recorded, where it helps quantify the
energy–power trade-off in a finite storage volume.

4.2. Best practices

Several ‘‘best practices’’ for Ragone plots were identified during the
review and suggested for future characterization. Generally, a Ragone
plot should have an energy axis and a power axis or derived specific
quantities of the two. ‘‘Proxies’’ for the energy axis, such as discharge
time and efficiency, should not be labeled as Ragone plots, mainly
because 𝜂(𝑃 ) ≠ 𝐸(𝑃 ) in case of residual energy due to, e.g., polar-
zation effects. An axis orientation with energy over power is deemed
ore intuitive. Practical Ragone curves should comprise multiple E-P

alue pairs, each obtained by separate, full charge/discharge processes,
o predetermined upper/lower operating limits, as described in Sec-
ion 3.3.1. Adhering to this fundamental principle enables comparison
etween Ragone curves, even when specific implementations vary in
heir method (e.g., experimental or via model) or presentation. Operat-
ng limits shape the Ragone curve and are part of the information that
ust always be specified when communicating Ragone plot results. The
ode of discharge (CP/CC) influences the obtained values and should

e clearly specified. The authors encourage CP tests, which are more
elevant in a load-following context. Extrapolation from material-level
erformance to component-level performance must be transparently
ommunicated and ideally follow guidelines developed in the field of
he respective technology.

.3. Research gaps and future perspectives

The research gaps and future perspectives of the Ragone plot frame-
ork are summarized in the following key points:

• The Ragone plot is not routinely established in all subfields
of electric energy storage. Ragone plot analysis is under-utilized
for technologies where energy and power are separately scal-
able (decoupled E-P). There is value in Ragone plot analysis for
these technologies by characterizing off-design performance in a
common framework. The Ragone plot shows the E-P trade-off in
operating behavior and general operational range. This becomes
increasingly relevant as flexible, off-design operation is necessary
within power systems with a high share of renewables.

• Ragone plot analysis at the system level is lacking. There are
few Ragone plot characterizations at the system level. This phe-
nomenon is not specific to Ragone plots but rather symptomatic
of general research trends, where comprehensive, system-level
analysis of energy storage systems is not as common. However,
knowledge of system-level operating behavior and the accompa-
nying technical operating limits, both for the design point and
off-design, is crucial for integrating storage into energy system
analysis. Here, Ragone plots can provide a means to compare
different storage technologies within a common framework on a
technical level.
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• Ragone plots can be used as a standard reporting framework
for TES. TES performance has the same fundamental problem
as cell-based electrochemical storage: optimizing for either en-
ergy or power within a finite volume comes at the expense
of the other. Performance reporting of only energy or power
is disingenuous; they must be understood as inherently linked.
The pioneering usage of Ragone plots in this context should be
expanded upon.

• The potential of Ragone plots for design methods has not
yet been fully exploited. Various design and optimization meth-
ods are based on Ragone plots; however, these are still rela-
tively simple. More sophisticated methods can be developed to
fully make use of the potential of Ragone plots. These could
include, e.g., variation of operating limits, parameter uncer-
tainties or temperature effects within the storage design pro-
cess.

Ultimately, the Ragone plot is just one tool in the arsenal of energy
storage characterization and comparison, but it is particularly useful. It
is a simple scenario for energy storage comparison and characterization
on equal terms, independent of the technology type and field-specific
performance indicators. It functions as a ‘‘common language’’ for dif-
ferent storage technologies in this context. It offers further versatility
when integrated into technology selection, initial sizing problems and
further optimization methods.
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